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Who Governed Gilded Age Memphis?
Who governs? At least since Robert Dahl’s 1961
study of that name, historians and political scientists
have been asking this question about American cities.
Unlike Dahl, who concluded that a plurality of interests
exercised power in mid-twentieth-century New Haven,
Lynee Boney Wrenn concludes that an “oligarchy” ran
Memphis during the Gilded Age. [1] In Crisis and
Commission Government in Memphis: Elite Rule in a
Gilded Age City, Wrenn examines an obscure but interesting episode in American urban history, the “municipal suicide” of Memphis in 1879, and the creation of the
commission-governed Taxing District of Shelby County.
In a detailed account of the dozen years of local politics
and policymaking that followed, Wrenn argues that the
installation of a commission government allowed Memphis’s economic elite to govern the city. While this arrangement helped the city recover from ﬁscal diﬃculties and a devastating yellow fever epidemic, it denied
the working classes, particularly immigrants and African
Americans, a voice in local aﬀairs.

public health (and stymie the power of an emerging coalition of immigrant and African American voters), Memphis business leaders took the drastic step of petitioning
the state legislature to dissolve the city charter and establish the Taxing District of Shelby County in 1879. ree
Fire and Police Commissioners and ﬁve Public Works Supervisors made up the new government, which ceded the
power to levy taxes to the state. is system persisted
with some modiﬁcation until 1893, and the basic commission arrangement remained in place until 1967.
e structure inaugurated in 1879 ushered in a decade
of municipal government by oligarchy, according to
Wrenn. e process of appointing commissioners and
supervisors and the reliance on at-large elections in the
place of ward representation meant that a handful of
well-connected business leaders ran Memphis. Aer a
chapter narrating the politics of the 1880s, Wrenn makes
her case through four narrative accounts of policymaking
under commission government. Her discussions of sewer
construction, debt selement, the provision of municipal services, and the regulation of public service corporations constitute the core of the book. In each case, she
describes in great detail the process of municipal decision making and its outcomes. ese choices almost uniformly catered to substantial property owners and business interests by keeping taxes low and directing services
their way. But they usually neglected the concerns of
those least well oﬀ, who had lile voice under the new
system. e book closes with an account of the demise
of elite rule and a social analysis of commissioners and
supervisors that supports the argument of Samuel Hays
and others that municipal reform during the Gilded Age
and Progressive Era beneﬁed the elite.[2]

Measuring power in an urban seing is tricky.
Wrenn rests her argument primarily on an analysis of
decision making under the regime established in 1879.
She constructs a series of narratives from newspapers
and public documents that describe the origins and consequences of key policy decisions. While these discussions prove generally persuasive, they leave room for a
more subtle interpretation, one that recognizes the advantages given to the wealthy and property owners by
centralizing municipal governance in the hands of a few,
but also acknowledges the diﬀusion of power in an urban
context.
Wrenn’s account opens by describing the origins and
development of commission government in Memphis.
Wracked by hard times and persistent debt aer the Civil
War, the city’s economy and society virtually collapsed
in the wake of a virulent yellow fever epidemic that
struck in 1878. Seeking to restore the city’s economic and

Crisis and Commission Government has a number of
strengths. It is lucidly wrien and presents a balanced account that acknowledges both the successes of commission government and its undemocratic consequences. It
also provides a useful reminder that commission govern1
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ment did not originate in Galveston, Texas in 1901 but
existed in several southern cities during the nineteenth
century. Wrenn oﬀers numerous corrections to previous Memphis histories while puing the city’s politics
in broader historical context. Discussions of sewer construction, street paving, streetcar service, and public education are particularly successful in illustrating the class
bias of commission government. e ﬁnal chapter precisely and persuasively documents the upperclass character of the Fire and Police Commission and the Board of
Supervisors during the 1880s.
While Wrenn’s case is generally persuasive, she overstates it at times. Her use of the term oligarchy seems
particularly excessive. Commission government clearly
served the interest of the well oﬀ beer than it did the
interests of workers, but it is less clear that a single elite
ran Memphis during the 1880s. Local business leaders
were oen divided over policies and programs, a point
Wrenn acknowledges but does not explore suﬃciently
(pp. 146-47). is diﬃculty becomes especially evident
in her discussion of the growing opposition to commission government that emerges during the later 1880s. It
is not clear why the men who ousted the oligarchy during
the early 1890s were not themselves an “elite.”
Wrenn’s investigation of power dynamics might also
beneﬁt from closer aention to politics beyond city hall.
Her sources (mostly newspapers, secondary sources, and
public documents) rarely convey the views of lower-class
residents on the various issues under consideration. e
dissatisfaction expressed by a “disgusted South Memphian” over the minimal services his district received
stands out because it is one of the rare times when we
hear the voice of an apparently ordinary citizen (p. 89).
In other instances, Wrenn accounts for the opinions of
workers, immigrants, and blacks with a brief sentence or
two, or provides a tantalizing glimpse of dissent, such as
the presence of a Workingmen’s Party slate on the 1879
ballot, without exploring it any further (p. 35).
Insofar as Wrenn does acknowledge power emanating from outside elite circles, she sees it exercised
through party machines. e Democratic Party in particular provided the alternative to oligarchic rule and even-

tually knocked the business elite from power. She assumes that decentralized party machines more readily
represented the interests of a cross-section of the community than did the businessmen who led the city during the 1880s. is may well have been true, but Wrenn
is perhaps too quick to assume that machine politicians
were any less beholden to ﬁscal conservatism and business interests than the reformers who opposed them.[3]
In the emerging age of Jim Crow, it was certainly unlikely they would have treated African American districts
any beer than the elite leaders of the 1880s. Here again,
more careful aention to ground level politics may well
have led the author to a more nuanced interpretation
of the distribution of power in late nineteenth-century
Memphis.
Nevertheless, Wrenn oﬀers a convincing argument
that structural changes tilted Memphis politics and policies in favor of the upper and middle classes. Memphis
may not have been ruled by a cohesive oligarchy during
the Gilded Age, but the corridors of power certainly narrowed. To this extent, Wrenn makes her case and makes
a useful contribution to Memphis history and to scholarly understanding of urban political change and its social consequences during the Gilded Age.
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